Rapid automatic identification and quantification of compounds in complex matrices using comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled to high resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometry with a peak sentinel tool.
Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (GC×GC-MS) is a powerful tool for comprehensive analysis of organic pollutants. In this study, we developed a powerful analytical method using GC×GC for rapid and accurate identification and quantification of compounds in environmental samples with complex matrices. Specifically, we have developed an automatic peak sentinel tool, T-SEN, with free programming software, R. The tool, which consists of a simple algorithm for on peak finding and peak shape identification, allows rapid screening of target compounds, even for large data sets from GC×GC coupled to high resolution time of flight mass spectrometry (HRTOFMS). The software tool automatically assigns and quantifies compounds that are listed in user databases. T-SEN works on a typical 64 bit workstation, and the reference calculation speed is 10-20 min for approximately 170 compounds for peak finding (five ion count setting) and integration from 1-2GB of sample data acquired by GC×GC-HRTOFMS. We analyzed and quantified 17 PCDD/F congeners and 24 PCB congeners in a crude lake sediment extract by both GC×GC coupled to quadrupole mass spectrometry (qMS) and GC×GC-HRTOFMS with T-SEN. While GC×GC-qMS with T-SEN resulted in false identification and inaccurate quantification, GC×GC-HRTOFMS with T-SEN provided correct identification and accurate quantification of compounds without sample pre-treatment. The differences between the values measured by GC×GC-HRTOFMS with T-SEN and the certified values for the certified reference material ranged from 7.3 to 36.9% for compounds with concentrations above the limit of quantification. False positives/negatives were not observed, except for when co-elution occurred. The technique of GC×GC-HRTOFMS in combination with T-SEN provides rapid and accurate screening and represents a powerful new approach for comprehensive analysis.